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William Stainton Moses, an Anglican priest, authored "Spirit Teachings" in 1883, nine years
before his passing. It is now considered a classic in the Spiritualist genre.Initially, Moses was
antagonistic toward spirit communication, calling the mediumship of D. D. Home “the dreariest
twaddle”. However, in 1872 he attended a séance for the first time and five months later became
aware he had psychic abilities which eventually manifested as automatic writing. Later that same
year, a communicator writing through his hand introduced himself as Imperator Servus Dei,
claiming he was the leader of a band of 49 spirits communicating from the seventh sphere – their
purpose, to work out the will of the Almighty.Much of the communication came via a spirit named
Rector, who claimed to reside in a lower sphere than Imperator’s team, one closer to our
physical vibration, which enabled dialogue.Imperator and the other communicators answered
many questions Moses put to them such as the nature of reality, life after physical life, spirit
influence, skepticism, Jesus, the Second Coming, prayer, disposal of the body and much more.
Moses found his Christian dogma constantly challenged by what came through his hand. During
one sitting, Imperator explained, “Friend, you must discriminate between God’s truths and man’s
glosses”.Stainton Moses’ writings have become essential reading for truth seekers with an
interest in life and death and despite the nineteenth century vernacular, the messages of
wisdom are timeless and appeal to reason.
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MOSESINTRODUCTIONThe method by which the messages were received — The character
of the writing — The communicating spirits — The circumstances under which the messages
were written — How far were they tinged by the mind of the medium? — Power of controlling by
will the production of writing — These communications mark a period of spiritual education —
And, though to him who received them of great value, are published with no such claim on
others.IMPERATOR’S BANDSECTION 1Special efforts to spread progressive truth at this
special epoch thwarted by the Adversaries — Obstacles in the way — The efforts now made
greater than men think — Revelation: its continuity — Its deterioration in men’s hands —The
work of destruction must precede that of construction — Spirit-guides: how given — Spirits who
return to earth — The Adversaries and their work — Evil — The perpetuation of the nature
generated on earth — The growth of character — Each soul to his own place, and to no other —
The Devil.SECTION 2The true philanthropist the ideal man — The notes of his character — The
true philosopher — The notes of his character — Eternal life — Progressive and contemplative
— God, known only by His acts — The conflict between good and evil (a typical message of this
period) — These conflicts periodic, especially consequent on the premature withdrawal of spirits
from the body: e.g., by wars, suicide, or by execution for murder — The folly of our methods of
dealing with crime — Of herding criminals together and hanging the worst of them — Remedial
methods preferable — For in sending a spirit prematurely forth from its body with rage and
vengeance, we send him with enlarged opportunity to work mischief — We do this in the name
of God, of whom we have a very false conception — Pity and Love are more potent than
Vengeance — The sublimity of the idea of God revealed in Spirit-Teaching compared with the
old idea.SECTION 3Physical results of the rapid writing of the last message: headache, and
great prostration —Explanation — Punitive and remedial legislation — Asylums and their
abuses — Mediums in madhouses — Obsessing spirits living over again their base lives
vicariously — Children in the spirit-world: their training and progress — Love and knowledge as



aids — Purification by trial — Motives that bring spirits to earth again — Return to earth not the
only mode of progression — States of probation or purgation, and spheres of contemplation —
Spheres and states within them — The descent of spirit through choice of evil — Its hatred of
good and gradual assumption of materiality till it sinks lower and lower — The Unpardonable
Sin.SECTION 4Time: April and May, 1873 — Facts of a minute nature given through writing, all
unknown to me — Spirit reading a book and reproducing a sentence, through the writing, from
Virgil and from an old book Rogers’ Antipopopriestian — Experiment reversed.SECTION
5Mediumship and its varieties — The physical medium — Clairvoyants — Recipients of
teaching, whether by objective message or by impression — The mind must be receptive, free
from dogmatism, inquiring and progressive — Not positive or antagonistic, but truthful and
fearless — Selfishness and vain gloriousness must be eradicated — The self-abnegation of
Jesus Christ — A perfect character, fostered by a secluded life, the life of
contemplation.SECTION 6The Derby Day and its effects spiritually — National Holidays, their
riot and debauchery — Spirit photographs and deceiving spirits — Explanation of the event: a
warning for the future — Passivity needed: the circle to be kept unchanged: not to meet too soon
after eating — Phosphorescent lights varying according to conditions — The marriage bond in
the future state — Discrepancies in communication.SECTION 7The Neo-Platonic philosophy —
Sufism — Extracts from old poets, Lydgate and others, written — Answers to theological
questions — The most difficult to approach are those who attribute everything to the Devil —
The pseudo-scientific man of small moment — The ignorant and uncultured must bide their time
— The proud and arrogant children of routine and respectability are passed by — The receptive
are too often cramped by a human theology which stifles true religious instincts — They are
armed at all points, and their honest but mistaken arguments are very saddening — Reason, the
final Court of Appeal — How far does Reason prove us of the devil, and our creed
diabolic.SECTION 8The writer’s personal beliefs and theological training — A period of great
spiritual exaltation — The dual aspect of religion — The spirit-creed respecting God — The
relations between God and man — Faith — Belief — The theology of spirit — Human life and its
issues — Sin and its punishment — Virtue and its reward — Divine justice — The spirit-creed
drawn out — Revelation not confined to Sinai — No revelation of plenary inspiration — But to be
judged by reason.SECTION 9The writer’s objections — The reply: necessary to clear away
rubbish — The atonement — Further objections of the writer — The reply — The sign of the
cross — The vulgar conception of plenary inspiration — The gradual unfolding of the God-idea
— The Bible the record of a gradual growth of knowledge easily discernible — The inspiration
divine, the medium human — Hence each finds in the Bible the reflex of his own mind — And so
the Bible becomes an armoury for all — And too much stress is laid on isolated texts, and words
and phrases — At variance with these views, spirits endeavour to eradicate what is so false as
not to be put right, otherwise they take existing opinions and mould them into closer semblance
of truth — So theological views are toned down, not eradicated — Opinions are spiritualised —
In this way has this teaching been given — How the sign of the cross can be prefixed to



it.SECTION 10Further objections of the writer — The reply — A comparison between these
objections and those which assailed the work of Jesus Christ — Spiritualised Christianity is as
little acceptable now — The outcome of spirit-teaching — How far is it reasonable? — An
exposition of the belief compared with the orthodox creed.SECTION 11The powerful nature of
the spiritual influence exerted on the writer — His argument resumed — The rejoinder — No
objection to honest doubt — The decision must be made on the merits of what is said, its
coherence, and moral elevation — The almost utter worthlessness of what is called opinion —
Religion not so abstruse a problem as man imagines — Truth the appanage of no sect — To be
found in the philosophy of Athenodorus, of Plotinus, of Algazzali, of Achillini — To whom earth-
opinions are of little moment now — All may work in such work as this, and there is no
discrepancy — Every statement made, scrupulously exact, though some may have been
distorted in transit — This attempt to teach is one of many made to many different minds — The
prospects of acceptance and rejection — The position assigned to Jesus the Christ.SECTION
12The writer’s difficulties — Spirit identity — Divergence among spirits in what they taught —
The reply — The root-error is a false conception of God and His dealings with man —Elucidation
at length of this idea — The Devil — Risk of incursion of evil and obsession applies only to those
who, by their own debased nature, attract undeveloped spirits.SECTION 13Further objections of
the writer, and statement of his difficulties — The reply — Patience and prayerfulness needed —
Prayer — Its benefit and blessings — The spirit view of it — A vehemently written
communication — The dead past and the living future — The attitude of the world to the New
Truth.SECTION 14The conflict between the writer’s strong opinions and those of the Unseen
Teacher — Difficulties of belief in an Unseen Intelligence — The battle with intellectual doubt —
Patience needed to see that the world is craving for something real in place of the creed outworn
— The result of the contention was that the writer, having carried his point, was lifted out of the
personal dispute about the Messenger into a grasp of the dignity and beauty of the message —
Statement of his mental condition — His own contention — The reiterated claim to be an
enunciation of a Divine Message — Spirit intercourse governed by laws — No proper care of
mediums.SECTION 15The religious teaching of Spiritualism — Deism, Theism, Atheism — No
absolute truth —A motiveless religion not that of Spirit-teaching — Man, the arbiter of his own
destiny — Judged by his works, not in a far hereafter, but at once — A definite, intelligible
system — The greatest incentive to holiness and deterrent from crime — Spiritualism not bad in
the mass —Hard for those who are in the midst to judge — Means are adapted to ends — A
multiplicity of minds are being operated on by methods best adapted to reach them, hence the
apparent din and confusion — The question of Evil — Popular Spiritualism — Not only a
profoundly external revelation, but assurance of reunion, a gospel of consolation.SECTION
16The summing up — Religion has little hold of men, and they can find nothing better —
Investigation paralysed by the demand for blind faith — A matter of geography what form of
religious faith a man professes — No monopoly of truth in any This geographical sectarianism
will yield to the New Revelation — Theology a bye-word even amongst men — Life and



Immortality.SECTION 17The request of the writer for independent corroboration, and further
criticism — The reply — Refusal — General retrospect of the argument — Temporary withdrawal
of Spirit-influence to give time for thought — Attempts at establishing facts through another
medium futile — Further messages from Imperator during my absence from home, and more
evidence of identity — Advice to review patiently the past, and seek composure.SECTION
18Difficulty of getting communications when it was not desired to give the — The mean in all
things desirable — The religion of body and soul — Spiritualising of already existing knowledge
— Cramping theology worse than useless — Such are not able to tread the mountain-tops but
must keep within their walls, not daring to look over — Their father’s creed is sufficient for them,
and they must gain their knowledge in another state of being — Other do not think at all: they
want things settled for them — With all these we have nothing to do, for nothing can be done —
The way to know of the things of spirit is free, and that man who struggles up to light gains more
than he does who lets others do his thinking for him — That is now being done for Christianity
that Jesus did for Judaism: it is being Spiritualised — Christ was the Great Social Reformer,
teaching liberty without licence, elevating man, and living among common people — We declare
truths identical with those preached then — The spiritual return of Christ.SECTION 19Outline of
the religious faith here taught — God and man — The duty of man to God, his fellow, and
himself — Progress, Culture, Purity — Reverence, Adoration, Love — Man’s destiny — Heaven,
how gained — Helps: communion with Spirits — Individual belief of little moment — Religion of
acts and habits which produce character, and for which in result each is responsible — Religion
of body and soul.SECTION 20More evidence of identity of spirits communicating — Perplexity
caused by a name, written psychographically, being wrongly spelt: explanation — The writer’s
disturbed and anxious state reacting on the communications —Doubt and its effects — No use
to maintain a dogmatic attitude against facts — The trustful spirit — Advice as to the future —
Withdrawal of further communications.SECTION 21The writer’s condition, a personal
explanation — The reply: reiterated advice to ponder on the past and seek seclusion — Final
address by Imperator, retrospective, and closing for the time the argument: October 4,
1873SECTION 22Imperator’s despairing view of his work — A striking case of identity —
Personal explanation of the writer.SECTION 23Progressive Revelation — The chain of spiritual
influence from Melchizedek, through Moses, Elijah, to the Mount of Tramsfiguration, and the
Apocalyptic Vision — The Pentateuch — Abraham not on the highest plane — Translations of
Enoch and Elijah — Legendary Beliefs in the Sacred Records to be carefully
discriminated.SECTION 24The intervening period between the records of the Old and New
Testaments — A period of darkness and desolation, the night succeeding a day of revelation —
The internal craving for advanced truth corresponds to external revelation — Points to be
considered in the records of the Old Testament of the life of Christ for the writer’s own instruction
— A glimpse of the method of guidance exercised over him.SECTION 25Pursuing his studies on
the lines indicated, the writer found evidence of the work of various hands in the Mosaic records
— A message thereupon, and a dissertation on the danger of quoting isolated texts, and relying



on the plenary inspiration of a translation — The compilation in Ezra’s day — The Elohistic and
Jehovistic legends — The Canon of the Old Testament, how settled — Daniel, a great seer —
The progressive idea of God in the Bible developed and elucidated.SECTION 26Changes in the
communications — A retrospective marking the close of another phase in the writer’s relations to
his Teachers — The writer’s mental state, and the various phenomena that were presented,
bearing on the attempts to lift him into a more passive condition — Music — Autographs of two
celebrated composers authenticating a communication.SECTION 27India as the cradle of races
and religions — A communication from Prudens — The man crushed by a steam-roller who
communicated immediately after death: explanations.SECTION 28A communication in
hieroglyphics by an old Egyptian — Particulars about Egyptian theology, and its relation to
Judaism — The prophet of Ra, at On, who lived 1630 B.C — The religion of daily life as
exemplified in Egypt — The Trinity — India and Egypt — Progress in religious knowledge not
necessarily connected with any special belief — General judgment — The fullness of
spirit.SECTION 29Danger of deception by personating spirits — A case in point, and an
emphatic warning on the subject — The adversaries — Obsessing spirits — The earth-bound
and undeveloped — Temptation by them — The danger from these to those on whom they are
able to fasten most real and terrible — Civilisation and its results — Christianity as in England —
Missionaries to the heathen — Our great cities, foul, weltering masses of vice and cruelty — The
atmosphere of them intolerable to spirit — The other side not dwelt on now, but conspicuous
exceptions admitted — These causes hamper the good, and swell the army of the adversaries,
one of whose ready devices is to personate truthful spirits, and so to introduce doubt and fraud
— The phenomenal illusory — The spiritual real — Higher revealings wait for those who can
hear — How to know a personating spirit — The subject to be approached with care, whereas it
is recklessly and idly meddled — Frolicsome spirits, not evil, but sportive, foolish, with no sense
of responsibility — Avoid the personal element as far as possible.SECTION 30Specimens of
various teachings given on anniversaries, to which spirits always seem to pay great
regard.Easter Day Teaching 1874Easter Day Teaching 1875Easter Day Teaching 1876Easter
Day Teaching 1877SECTION 31A photograph at Hudson’s, and a communication thereupon —
Suicide and its consequences — The story of a wasted life, selfish and useless — A stagnant
life breeds corruption — Experience of the spirit when the cord of earth-life was severed —
Remorse the road to progress — Work the means of progression — Help from spirit-ministers —
The fire of purification — Selfishness and sin bring misery and remorse — And thus sore
judgment — No paraphernalia of assize — Man makes his own future, stamps his own
character, suffers for his own sins, and must work out his own salvation — The threefold life of
meditation and prayer: worship and adoration: conflict — Accountability.SECTION 32It is
necessary that afflictions come — A period of conflict is a period of progress — Revelation
overlaid bit by bit — Then comes the question, What is Truth? — The answer in a new revelation
— Esoteric at first, then adapted to general needs — All cannot know truth in the same degree
— Truth is many-sides — The purest truth must not be proclaimed on the house-top, or it



becomes vulgarised — The pursuit of Truth for its own sake the noblest end of life — Having
passed the Exoteric, it is well to dwell on the Esoteric — Loving Truth as Deity, following it
careless whither it may lead.SECTION 33Further evidences of Spirit-Identity — John Blow —
Extracts from ancient chronicles — Norton, the Alchymist — Specimens from a large number —
Charlotte Buckworth and the verification of the story concerning her —
Conclusion.PAPERBACKS ALSO AVAILABLE FROM WHITE CROW BOOKSPrefaceThe
publishers take pride in the production of this book, which has been out of print for too many
years.Its “author”, the Rev. W. Stainton Moses, regarded as the man who gave Spiritualism its
“bible” was one of the most remarkable mediums of the last century.Spirit Teachings, which
came through his hand in what is called “automatic writing”, is regarded as Spiritualism’s
greatest classic.Here, in language of matchless prose, is contained the religious, philosophical
and ethical implications of Spiritualism, as viewed by the spirit world. The communicators, by
sheer brilliant logic, compelled their medium to abandon, stage by stage, his orthodox religious
beliefs. They gave clear evidence of their high purpose and furnished him with irrefutable proofs
of survival.There were twenty-two spirit communicators, headed by one who signed himself
“Imperator”. Later, he revealed that he was one of the Bible prophets. Others proved that they
were ancient philosophers and sages.The writing of this script—it was done in Stainton Moses’s
normal waking state—took eleven years and filled twenty-four notebooks. With the exception of
the third, which has been lost, they are all preserved at the College of Physic Studies.Stainton
Moses was the son of a headmaster of a Lincolnshire grammar school. As a youth he won a
scholarship, which took him to Oxford. A successful college life, which seemed to offer the
highest possible honours, was interrupted by poor health, which forced convalescence
abroad.He was ordained a few years after his return. His first clerical appointment, at the age of
twenty-four, was as a curate in the Isle of Man. He won praise for his labours for his parishioners
during an outbreak of smallpox, which took a heavy toll.Ill health dogged his footsteps, causing
him to resign from the Church. Dr. Stanhope Speer, who attended him, invited Moses to become
his son’s tutor. Mrs. Speer, confined to bed by illness, read a book on Spiritualism and asked
Moses to ascertain whether the experiences described in it were true.Although at that time, he
regarded Spiritualism as trickery and fraud, he promised to investigate the subject. Within six
months, as a result of attending séances, he became a convinced Spiritualist.About this time,
his own psychic powers began to function, and many kinds of phenomena were experienced. By
means of spirit rapping, questions were answered intelligently and long messages
given.Materialised lights were often seen. Varying perfumes were poured, by invisible operators,
on the sitters’ hands and handkerchiefs. Direct writing was obtained on paper out of the circle’s
reach. Objects were brought from other rooms through bolted doors. There were levitations of
the medium and of furniture.Occasionally the voices of the spirit communicators were heard. In
trance, Moses delivered many inspirational addresses.In his Introduction to Spirit Teachings, this
tribute to his inspirers was paid by Moses: “There is no flippant message, no attempt at jest, no
vulgarity or incongruity, no false or misleading statement, so far as I know or could discover;



nothing incompatible with the avowed object, again and again repeated, of instruction,
enlightenment and guidance by spirits fitted for this task.”Biography of W. Stainton MosesWilliam
Stainton Moses was born at the village of Donnington, in Lincolnshire, on the fifth of November
1839. His father, William Moses, was the Head Master of the Grammar School, and his mother
the daughter of Thomas Stainton, of Alford, Lincolnshire. His education was commenced at the
school of which his father was Principal, and was afterwards continued with a private tutor, who,
impressed by his great abilities, strongly urged Mr Moses to send his son to a public school. His
advice was acted upon, and in August, 1855, young Stainton Moses, then in his 16th year, was
placed at the Grammar School at Bedford. Here he remained for nearly three years, winning
golden opinions from all the masters on account not only of his brilliant abilities but also of his
conspicuous industry, regularity, and general attention to all his duties. In one term alone he
carried off four prizes; and shortly before he left was elected to one of the two exhibitions, which
had been founded in connection with the school. On leaving, he received, from the Head Master,
testimonials of the most flattering nature, speaking in high terms of the very rapid progress he
had made in all departments of study, and also of the uniform excellence and correctness of his
school conduct.From Bedford, Stainton Moses went to Exeter College, Oxford, which he entered
at the commencement of Michaelmas term, 1858. His college life was in every way as
successful as his school life had been, and great hopes were formed by all connected with him
that, at the end of his Oxford career, he would take the highest honours open to him. This,
however, was not to be—overwork gradually told upon him, but he refused to rest or in any way
relax his studies; and so, sad to relate, on the very day before commencement of his last
examination his health gave way completely, and he broke down, absolutely worn out in mind
and body. For some time he was very ill, but, on regaining convalescence, he was ordered
abroad. He spent nearly a year travelling on the Continent with friends, and, with a view to
complete restoration, he visited many different scenes and climates. St Petersburg was the
farthest limit of his wanderings, and, on his return journey, he lingered for six months at the old
Greek Monastery of “Mount Athos.” Curiosity apparently guided him thither, and his strong
desire for rest and meditation doubtless impelled him to remain for so long a time in that remote,
old-world spot.Many years afterwards he learned from Imperator, his controlling spirit, that he
had been influenced even then by his unseen guides, who had impressed him to go to “Mount
Athos” as part of his spiritual training.At the age of 23, Stainton Moses returned to England and
took his degree, leaving Oxford finally in the year 1863. Though much improved in health by his
foreign travel, he was not yet strong; so, acting on the advice of his doctor, who insisted on a
quiet rural life, he accepted a curacy at Maughold, near Ramsey, Isle of Man. Here he remained
for nearly five years, and succeeded during that period in gaining the affection and esteem of all
his parishioners. The Rector, a very old and infirm man, was practically unable to render any
assistance in the work of the parish, so that the whole of the duties connected with the church
and the district devolved upon Stainton Moses. During his stay at Maughold, a severe epidemic
of smallpox broke out in the village and surrounding neighbourhood; and it was then that the



utter fearlessness of his nature was strikingly manifested. There was no resident doctor in the
district, but having at different times acquired some little knowledge of medicine, Stainton Moses
was enabled to minister, to a certain extent, to the bodily necessities of his parishioners, as well
as to their spiritual needs. Day and night he was in attendance at the bedside of some poor
victim who was stricken by the fell disease; and in one or two cases when, after an unsuccessful
struggle with the enemy, he had soothed the sufferer’s dying moments by his ministrations, he
was compelled to combine the offices of priest and grave-digger, and conduct the interment with
his own hands. Such was the panic, inspired by the fear of infection, that it was sometimes found
impossible to induce men to dig graves for the dead bodies of the victims, or even to remove the
coffins containing them. But through all this terrible time Stainton Moses never flinched, and,
notwithstanding the threefold nature of the duties thus compulsorily thrust upon him, he was
fortunate in escaping the malady, and though he steadily remained at his post single-handed,
from the commencement to the end of the outbreak, he was spared any uneasiness on the
score of his own health. It may be readily imagined how greatly he endeared himself to all those
around him by his courageous devotion and strong sense of duty during such an anxious and
critical period; but the feelings which he inspired in his parishioners, and everyone with whom he
came in contact at Maughold, will be best appreciated by a perusal of the address presented to
him on relinquishing his curacy there. It reads as follows:—“Rev. And Dear Sir,—We, the
undersigned parishioners of Maughold, are much concerned to learn that it is your intention
shortly to resign the position, which you have for some years past, so usefully and honourably
occupied amongst us. We beg to assure you that your labours have been greatly appreciated in
the parish. The longer we have known you, and the more we have seen of your work, the greater
has our regard for you increased. The congregations at both the churches under your charge are
very different in numbers to [sic] what they were some time ago. The schools have been better
looked after; the aged and infirm have been visited and comforted; and the poor have been
cheered and helped by your kindness and liberality. By your courteous demeanour, by your
friendly intercourse, and by your attention to the duties of the parish generally, you have greatly
endeared yourself to us all; and not least to our respected and venerable Vicar, whose hands we
are well satisfied you have done all you possibly could to strengthen. We cannot but feel that
your loss will be a very serious one to the parish, and we should be glad if you could see your
way to remaining some time longer with us. By reconsidering your determination and consenting
to remain, you would place us under a deep debt of gratitude and obligation.” Here follow the
signatures of the Rector and Churchwardens, also of fifty-four of the principal inhabitants of the
district. Such a document, spontaneously presented, speaks for itself. However, in spite of the
unanimous wish of the inhabitants that he should remain, Stainton Moses found that the work of
looking after two parishes, practically single-handed, made too great demands upon his health,
and so, in the spring of 1868, he reluctantly relinquished his charge at Maughold, and accepted
the curacy of St George’s, Douglas, Isle of Man. Here he first met Dr and Mrs Stanhope Speer,
and the acquaintance thus commenced soon ripened into an intimacy, which was destined to



exercise a very important influence upon the future of the three persons concerned. Very soon
after taking up his duties at St George’s, Stainton Moses was laid up with a sharp attack of
congestion of the liver, which confined him to his bed for some little time. Dr Speer attended him
through this illness (although he had retired from active practice for some years), and was
successful in effecting a complete cure. In September of 1869 Stainton Moses left Douglas,
where he had made a great impression by his preaching and ministrations among the poor of
the parish, and took up the post of locum tenens at Langton Maltravers, in Dorsetshire. Here he
remained for two months, when he was transferred to a curacy in the diocese of Salisbury, the
last ecclesiastical appointment he held.At this time he was troubled by an affection of the throat,
which rapidly became worse, and necessitated a complete rest, and the relinquishing of all
public speaking and preaching. Acting, therefore, upon medical advice, Stainton Moses gave up
his curacy, and came to London with the intention of turning his attention to tuition. This
practically severed his connection with the Church. Had his health permitted him to follow his
original career, he would no doubt have attained a distinguished position, as he was a powerful
and original preacher, a successful organiser, and an earnest and efficient worker among the
poor.On coming to London, Stainton Moses stayed with Dr and Mrs Speer for nearly a year,
during which time he superintended privately the education of their son, the present writer.
About the close of 1870 or the beginning of 1871, he obtained the appointment of English
Master in University College School, which position he held until 1889. Little need be said of his
work there, further than that, as long as his health permitted, it was always done well. As one of
the English masters in a great school, his opportunities of influencing the boys under his charge,
in respect of literary taste and style, were considerable; and of those opportunities he made
good use. Many will remember his excellent suggestions, and kindly criticisms of their essays. A
portion of his work consisted of preparing a class for the Matriculation of the University of
London. The peculiarly crabbed philological and historical knowledge required for that
examination was uncongenial to Stainton Moses’s mind, as in literature he liked to have a free
hand; yet the work was done, and done well, and during the years he spent at the school he
embodied in a manuscript volume a vast number of valuable notes bearing upon this
subject.Even more striking than his success as a master was the personal influence exercised
by him over his pupils. One of the peculiar institutions at University College School is that by
which a certain number of boys are especially attached to certain senior masters, with whom
they can take counsel and from whom they can seek advice in all matters pertaining to their well-
being—moral, intellectual, and physical. Over the boys thus placed under his immediate care the
strong personality of Stainton Moses had an enormous influence, often extending over a period
long subsequent to their leaving school. Many a time in after life his advice has been sought by
old pupils on important matters, and whenever he felt he could help them it was always a real
pleasure to him to do so to the best of his ability. His geniality, his knowledge of the world and of
men, his invariable straightforwardness and kindness, all combined to strengthen the
affectionate regard in which he was held by those boys who had the good fortune to be under



his special supervision. On his resigning his post through ill-health, the Council of University
College passed a resolution conveying to Stainton Moses their best thanks for his long and
valuable service to the school, and a special letter of affectionate regret was also sent to him
signed by twenty-eight of his colleagues. Of his capacity for imparting his ideas to others I can
speak from a personal experience extending over seven years, during which period our relations
as master and pupil were continuous and unbroken. Nothing could have been kinder or more
convincing than his method of imparting knowledge and information; nothing clearer or more
helpful than his manner of explaining all difficulties; and no trouble was too great for him to take
in smoothing away all obstacles to a clear understanding of the matter in hand.It was during
Stainton Moses’s visit to Dr Speer in 1870 that the subject of Spiritualism was first brought
prominently before him. For some time he and Dr Speer had been in the habit of discussing
various topics bearing upon religious belief. Both were gradually drifting into an unorthodox,
almost agnostic, frame of mind, and both were becoming more and more dissatisfied with
existing doctrines, and longing for absolute truth as regards the future life, and for some
demonstration of the certainty of immortality. To obtain any proof of such immortality founded
upon a strictly scientific basis seemed impossible, and Dr Speer was rapidly becoming a
materialist of the most hard-and-fast nature. A note received by him from Stainton Moses,
together with a copy of W.R. Greg’s Enigmas of Life, may prove interesting to those who would
fain have some inkling of the inner working of these two friends’ minds, at a time when the old
faith had lost its hold upon them, and they were standing upon the brink of a newer
Revelation:-“My Dear Friend,—You and I have tackled some ‘Enigmas of Life’ together, and if we
have not always solved them, we have generally agreed in our opinion respecting them. I offer
you the opinions of a great thinker, which will be, in their outcome, very similar to what we have
thought out for ourselves. And if the half century, during which your life here has lasted, leaves
much unknown, and much that even another such period will not unravel, I hope at least that
during such part of it as we are here together we may continue to talk and speculate together.—
Your sincere friend, W.S.M.”It will be interesting to note the circumstances under which, during
this visit to Dr Speer, the subject of Spiritualism pressed itself upon Stainton Moses’s attention.
Mrs Speer had been confined to her room by illness for three weeks, during which period she
had occupied herself in reading Dale Owen’s The Debatable Land. It interested her much, and,
on being able to rejoin the family circle, she asked Stainton Moses to read the book, and
endeavour to discover whether there was any truth in the experiences therein narrated. Though
at that time he took no interest in Spiritualism, regarding it merely as trickery and fraud, yet he
promised Mrs Speer to go into the matter with the view of ascertaining whether there might be
some germs of truth underlying the mass of jugglery and imposture; and so began those
astounding experiences of his, which, commencing at the time, extended over a period of more
than twenty years. In those days, although dissatisfied with the cut-and-dried doctrines of the
Church, and with the manner in which its teachings were expounded from the pulpit and
elsewhere, Stainton Moses was, nevertheless, immensely interested in all religious subjects,



and his reading of everything that bore upon them was enormous. No book, pamphlet, or
magazine likely to throw any light upon the questions which perplexed him was overlooked, and,
even after intercourse with the unseen world had commenced, he did not entirely give up his
faith in the Church without an arduous and prolonged struggle. The reality of the struggle may
clearly be discerned in the pages of Spirit Teachings, and in his other automatic writings; but
when he had fully satisfied himself of the reality of those “Teachings,” and of the truthfulness and
integrity of his spirit-guides, his faith never faltered, and his zeal in the prosecution of the work
entrusted to him never flagged. Previous to his own development as a medium, Stainton Moses
had been present at various sittings with other mediums. Mrs Speer having been so immensely
impressed by her perusal of The Debatable Land, he determined to read it for himself, and in
consequence became almost as anxious as she was for fuller information. This was the more
curious as, only a month before, he had tried in vain to read Lord Adare’s record of private
séances with D.D. Home, but, as he said himself, it had absolutely no interest for him. His first
noteworthy experiences were with Lottie Fowler, in the spring of 1872; and soon afterwards Dr
Speer—although at that time regarding the whole subject of Spiritualism as “stuff and
nonsense”—was persuaded to join him in a visit to the medium Williams. They went several
times, and were soon convinced that there was some force outside the medium at work, in which
conviction they were much strengthened by a remarkable séance held shortly afterwards in Dr
Speer’s house, when Williams was again the medium.About this time Stainton Moses’s own
mediumistic powers began to be developed. It is unnecessary to give a detailed description of
that development, as a full and exhaustive account may be found in Mrs Speer’s “Records,”
which have lately appeared in Light; but I think that some of my own recollections of the
séances, at which I had the privilege of being present during the last two years of Stainton
Moses’s active mediumship, may be of some interest. At any rate they will place on record the
impressions of another witness, and may possibly be of service as bearing additional testimony
to the wonderful powers of the medium, and the absolute reality of the phenomena given
through him.It is important to note that, at these séances, no less than ten different kinds of
manifestations took place, with more or less frequency. On occasions when there were fewer
varieties, we were usually told that the conditions were not good. When they were favourable,
the manifestations were more numerous, the raps more distinct, the lights brighter, and the
musical sounds clearer. The various occurrences may briefly be enumerated as follows:The
great variety of raps which were often given simultaneously, and ranged in force from the tapping
of a fingernail to the tread of a foot sufficiently heavy to shake the room. Each spirit always had
its own distinctive rap, many of them peculiar as to be immediately recognisable; and these
sounds often took place in sufficient light for the sitters to see each other’s features, and—I
suppose more important—hands. Raps also were frequently heard on the door, sideboard, and
wall, all some distance removed from the table at which we sat; these raps could not possibly
have been produced by any human agency; of that I satisfied myself in every conceivable
way.Raps which answered questions coherently and with the greatest distinctness, and also



gave messages, sometimes of considerable length, through the medium of the alphabet. At
these times all the raps ceased except the one identified with the communicating spirit, and
perfect quiet prevailed until the message had been delivered. We could almost always tell
immediately with which spirit we were talking, owing to the perfectly distinct individuality of each
different rap. Some of the higher spirits never manifested by raps at all, after the first few
séances, but announced their presence by a note of music, or the flash of a light; but among
those who did manifest in the usual way it would be difficult to forget Rector’s heavy and
ponderous tread, which shook the whole room with its weight, while it appeared to move slowly
round the circle.Numerous lights were generally visible to all the sitters. These lights were of two
different kinds—objective and subjective. The former usually resembled small illuminated
globes, which shone brightly and steadily, often moved rapidly about the room, and were visible
to all the sitters. A curious fact in connection with these lights always struck me, viz. that looking
on to the top of the table one could see a light slowly ascending from the floor, and to all
appearance passing out through the top of the table—the table itself apparently not affording
any obstacle to one’s view of the light. It is a little difficult to explain my meaning exactly, but had
the top of the table been composed of plain glass, the effect of the ascending light, as it
appealed to one’s organs of vision, would have been pretty much the same as it was, seen
through the solid mahogany. Even then, to make the parallel complete, it would be necessary to
have a hole in the glass top of the table, through which the light could emerge. The subjective
lights were described as being large masses of luminous vapour floating round the room and
assuming a variety of shapes. Dr Speer and myself, being of entirely unmediumistic
temperaments, were only able to see the objective lights, but Mr Stainton Moses, Mrs Speer,
and other occasional sitters frequently saw and described those which were merely subjective.
Another curious point in relation to the objective lights was that, however brightly they might
shine, they never, unlike an ordinary lamp, threw any radiance around them, or illuminated the
smallest portion of the surrounding darkness—when it was dark—in the slightest degree.Scents
of various descriptions were always brought to the circle—the most common being musk,
verbena, new-mown hay, and one unfamiliar odour, which we were told was called spirit-
scent.Sometimes breezes heavy with perfume swept round the circle; at other times quantities
of liquid musk, etc., would be poured on to the hands of the sitters, and also, by request, on to
our handkerchiefs. At the close of a séance, scent was nearly always found to be oozing out of
the medium’s head, and the more frequently it was wiped away the stronger and more plentiful it
became.The musical sounds, which were many and varied, formed a very important item in the
list of phenomena which occurred in our presence. Having myself had a thorough musical
education, I was able to estimate at its proper value the importance of these particular
manifestations, and was also more or less in a position to judge of the possibility or impossibility
of their being produced by natural means, or through human agency. These sounds may, roughly
speaking, be divided into two classes—those which obviously proceeded from an instrument—a
harmonium—in a room, whilst the hands of all the sitters were joined round the table; and those



which were produced in a room in which there was no instrument of any kind whatever. These
latter were, of course, by far the most wonderful. As regards the musical sounds produced in the
room in which there was no instrument, they were about four in number.First, there were what
we called “The Fairy Bells.” These resembled the tones produced by striking musical glasses
with a small hammer. The sounds given forth were clear, crisp, and melodious. No definite tune
was ever played, but the sounds were always harmonious, and, at the request of myself, or any
other member of the circle, the “bells” would always run up or down a scale in perfect tune. It was
difficult to judge where the sound of these “fairy bells” came from, but I often applied my ear to
the top of the table, and the music seemed to be somehow in the wood—not underneath it, as
on listening under the table the music would appear to be above. Next we had quite a different
sound—that of a stringed instrument, more nearly akin to a violoncello than anything else I have
ever heard. It was, however, more powerful and sonorous, and might perhaps be produced by
placing a ‘cello on the top of a drum, or anything else likely to increase the vibration. This
instrument was only heard in single notes, and was used only by one spirit, who employed it
usually for answering questions—in the same way that others did by raps. The third sound was
an exact imitation of an ordinary handbell, which would be rung sharply by way of indicating the
presence of the particular spirit with whom it was associated. We naturally took care to ascertain
that there was no bell of any kind in the room at the time. Even if there had been, it would have
been a matter of some difficulty to ring it all round the walls and even up to the ceiling, and this
particular sound proceeded indifferently from all parts of the room. Lastly, we had a sound of
which it is exceedingly difficult to offer an adequate description. The best idea of it I can give is to
ask the reader to imagine the soft tone of a clarinet gradually increasing in intensity until it
rivalled the sound of a trumpet, and then, by degrees, diminishing to the original subdued note
of the clarinet until it eventually died away in a long drawn-out melancholy wail. This is a very
inefficient description of this really extraordinary sound, but as I have in the whole course of my
experience never heard anything else at all like it, it is impossible to give to those who have not
heard it a more accurate idea of what it was like. As was the case with the two previous sounds I
have described, it was always associated with one spirit. It is a noteworthy fact that in no case
did the controlling agencies produce more than single notes or at best isolated passages. This
they accounted for as due to the peculiarly unmusical organisation of the medium. At any rate,
the production of these sounds was wonderful enough in itself, as I, over and over again,
satisfied myself fully that there were no materials in the room which could in any way assist in the
making of any kind of musical tones; and the clarinet and trumpet sound was one that I should
be utterly at a loss to give at all an adequate imitation of, whatever materials might be at my
disposal. Before I joined the circle several other musical sounds were frequently heard, and all
were given with greater variety, both of manipulation and tone; but as I am now only giving a brief
epitome of what actually happened under my own observation, I refrain from alluding to
occurrences which took place when I was not present.Direct writing was often given, sometimes
on a sheet of paper placed in the centre of the table, and equidistant from all the sitters; at other



times one of us would place his hands on a piece of paper previously dated and initialled, and
usually a message was found written upon it at the conclusion of the séance. We usually placed
a pencil upon the paper, but sometimes we only provided a small piece of lead—the results
being the same in both cases. Usually, the writing took the form of answering questions, which
we had asked, but sometimes short, independent communications were given, and also
messages of greeting.Movements of heavy bodies, such as tables and chairs were by no means
infrequent. Sometimes the table would be tilted up at a considerable angle; at other times the
chairs of one or more of the sitters would be pushed more or less forcibly away from the table,
until they touched the wall behind; or the table would move away from the sitters on one side,
and be propelled irresistibly against those on the other, compelling them to shift their chairs in
order to avoid the advance of so heavy a piece of furniture.The table in question, at which we
usually sat, was an extremely weighty dining-table made of solid Honduras mahogany, but at
times it was moved with much greater ease than the combined efforts of all the sitters could
accomplish; and these combined efforts were powerless to prevent it moving in a certain
direction, if the unseen force willed it to do so. We frequently tested the strength of this force by
trying to check the onward movement of the table, but without success.The passage of matter
through matter was sometimes strikingly demonstrated by the bringing of various articles from
other rooms, though the doors were closed and bolted. Photographs, picture frames, books and
other objects were frequently so brought, both from rooms on the same floor and from those
above. How they came through the closed doors I cannot say, except by some process of
dematerialisation, but come they certainly did, apparently none the worse for the process,
whatever it might have been.The direct spirit voice, as opposed to the voice of a spirit speaking
through the medium while in a state of trance, was very seldom heard, and never with any
clearness or distinctness. But occasionally it was attempted, and by listening carefully we could
distinguish one or two broken sentences, which were hissed out in a sort of husky whisper.
These sounds generally seemed to be in the air above us, but they were produced with evident
difficulty, and there being so many other methods of communication, the direct voice was
essayed but seldom.The inspirational addresses given by various spirits through Stainton
Moses when in an entranced condition have been so thoroughly dealt with by Mrs Speer in her
“Records” that I can add nothing as regards the matter thus expounded. Touching the manner of
these addresses (one or more of which we had at almost every séance) I can only say that they
were delivered in a dignified, temperate, clear, and convincing tone, and that though the voice
proceeded from the medium, it was always immediately apparent that the personality
addressing us was not that of the medium. The voice was different, and the ideas were often not
in accordance with those held at the time by the medium. An important fact, too, was that
although many spirits exercised this power of control, the voice which spoke was always
different; and, in the case of those spirits which controlled regularly, we came to know perfectly
well which intelligence was communicating, by the tone of the voice and the method of
enunciation.So far, in this enumeration of the various phenomena, I have spoken generally of the



manifestations which usually occurred at most of our sittings, but in conclusion I will give two
particular instances, one of direct writing, and one of identity, both of which I think are
interesting, and which certainly impressed me considerably. On one occasion we were told to
cease for a time and resume the séance later on. I asked the communicating intelligences if they
would, during the interval, give me a sample of direct writing under test conditions. Having
received an affirmative reply, I procured a piece of my own note paper, and, unknown to the
other members of the circle, I dated and initialled it, and also put a private mark in a corner of the
sheet. The others having retired from the dining to the drawing room, I placed my piece of paper
with a pencil under a table in the study, and having thoroughly searched the room, I barred the
shutters, bolted and locked the door, and put the key in my pocket. I did not lose sight of the door
until I re-entered, when to my great satisfaction I found a message clearly written on the paper.
As we had not been sitting in the study, and as I can positively aver that no one entered the room
after I had left it until I myself unlocked the door, I have always considered this particular
instance of direct spirit writing as a most satisfactory and conclusive test. The other occurrence
which I consider specially worthy of mention took place as follows. We were sitting one night as
usual, and I had in front of me, with my hand resting upon it, a piece of note-paper, with a pencil
close by. Suddenly Stainton Moses, who was sitting exactly opposite me, exclaimed, “There is a
very bright column of light behind you.” Soon afterwards he said that the column of light had
developed into a spirit-form. I asked him if the face was familiar to him, and he replied in the
negative, at the same time describing the head and features. When the séance was concluded I
examined my sheet of paper, which my hand had never left, and found written on it a message
and signature. The name was that of a distinguished musician who died in the early part of the
present century. I purposely refrain from specifying him, as the use of great names very
frequently leads to results quite different from those intended. However, now comes the most
extraordinary part of the affair. I asked Stainton Moses—without, of course, showing him the
written message—whether he thought he could recognise the spirit he saw behind my chair if he
saw a portrait of him. He said he thought he could, so I gave him several albums, containing
likenesses of friends dead and alive, and also portraits of various celebrities. On coming to the
photograph of the composer in question he at once said, without hesitation, “That is the face of
the spirit I saw behind you.” Then, for the first time, I showed him the message and signature. I
regarded the whole incident as a very fair proof of spirit identity, and I think that most people
would, at any rate, consider the occurrence one of interest.During the time of Stainton Moses’s
active mediumship, he was often busily engaged in assisting in the formation of various
societies, whose primary object was the investigation of Spiritualism and other occult, though
kindred, subjects. He took part in the establishment of the British National Association of
Spiritualists in 1873. He was also connected with the Psychological Society of Great Britain,
which was inaugurated in April 1875, and of the Council of that Society he was one of the
original members. In 1882 Stainton Moses took an active interest in the formation of the Society
for Psychical Research; and in 1884 he established “The London Spiritualist Alliance,” and



became its first President, which post he filled up to the time of his death. For the last few years
of his life, he added to his other duties the editorship of Light, and though his active mediumship,
as regards physical phenomena, had then almost entirely ceased, yet his power of automatic
writing remained with him to the end. For the last three or four years of his life he suffered from
failing health, and many successive attacks of influenza gradually undermined a constitution
which had never been conspicuously robust. Though he gradually became worse, he was never
supposed to be in any real danger, and when the end came, on September 5th, 1892, it was a
terrible shock to all those who knew him, and who realised what a loss to themselves personally,
and to the cause of Spiritualism generally, his death would prove.Far more interesting to those
who knew him intimately was Stainton Moses’s personality than his life.The latter, as all who
read this brief sketch will readily see for themselves, was, with the exception of the wonderful
spiritual experiences so indissolubly linked with it, unmomentous and uneventful. But his
individuality and force of character were immense; his ability was quite out of the common; and
more than all, the versatility of his talents was perhaps one of his most striking features. No
study was too dry or uninteresting for him to master, no subject so apparently unimportant and
unworthy of his attention but he would easily acquire an intelligent conception of its details. And
this applies equally to the whole range of more or less trivial matters which make up the sum
total of nineteenth century everyday life, as well as to those deeper and more serious subjects
which, being akin to his own especial one, naturally engrossed most of his attention. From the
time that he first began to realise of what vast importance it was to establish the possibility of
communion with the world of the future, to the end of his life, his zeal in proving the truth of his
teachings never failed. In spite of the demands made upon his time by school and press work,
he contrived to bestow an immense amount of energy upon his Spiritualistic researches; his
enormous correspondence with thousands of inquiries all over the world affording quite
sufficient material to occupy the life of any ordinary man. But in this as in everything else he was
conscientious to the last degree, and never considered time wasted that was expended in
answering the queries and solving, to the best of his ability, the doubts of earnest seekers after
truth. A certain proportion of his time was devoted to visiting many of the most important people
in the country—important both socially and politically—and also those who were distinguished
for their eminence in the scientific, literary, and artistic world. During the lifetime of such people
their names cannot be divulged, but it is not too much to say that Stainton Moses had interviews,
more or less frequently, with most of the illustrious personages of his day; and all who took any
interest in the phenomena of Spiritualism, whatever their position or attainments, were alike
anxious to hear his opinions and experiences of that subject, on which none were so well
qualified to speak as himself.Apart from Spiritualism, Stainton Moses possessed, in his own
character, a rare combination of remarkable qualities, not often met with in the same individual.
He had the keenest sense of justice and equity, his judgment was invariably sound and discreet,
and in addition to all this, no man ever possessed a kinder heart or livelier sympathies, or was
more ready to assist with counsel or advice those who came to him for either. Notwithstanding



his varied spiritual experiences, unique in themselves, he was never puffed up by them in the
smallest degree, and though impatient of mere frivolous or ignorant opposition, he would never
refuse to join issue in friendly argument with any opponent—however much beneath his
attention. In these various encounters, Stainton Moses’s clear understanding and extremely
logical habits of mind enabled him to score heavily and with decisive effect off those antagonists
who sometimes had the temerity to attack him with very little reason and still less knowledge. His
crushing rejoinder to Dr Carpenter, who some eighteen or twenty years ago lectured at the
London Institution on the “Fallacies of Modern Spiritualism,” will probably be still remembered by
a good many people as a striking instance of logical reasoning and effective sarcasm, which,
significantly enough, was never answered. Considering the then unpopular nature of the subject
which he had unmistakably made his own, and of the conclusions which he deduced from a
close and systematic study of the same, it is a matter to be wondered at that he was not more
often attacked by narrow-minded religious bigots, pseudo-scientists, and superficial penny-a-
liners. But however this may be, the fact remains that, with a few insignificant exceptions, he was
not so attacked; when he was, his power of showing up the weakness of his opponent’s case
and ignorance of the matters on which he presumed to dogmatise was only equalled by the
polite ridicule and quiet satire which he was always ready to bring to bear upon the author of any
unprovoked piece of aggressive meddling.It was a noteworthy feature about Stainton Moses,
that, in spite of his being compulsorily drawn in many ways into a conspicuously public position,
no man ever hated publicity more than he did. Retiring and modest by nature, he detested the
making of speeches, delivering of addresses, presiding over meetings, and other similar
functions for which the singularity of his own powers and the extent of his knowledge naturally
marked him out as being eminently fitted. Though richly endowed with gifts sufficient to stamp
him in any age as a leader of men, his own inclinations would, had he been untrammelled by
force of circumstances, have led him to prefer a life of studious ease and unostentatious
retirement. But this was not to be; so he trod his allotted path with zeal, courage, and discretion;
did his duty with an utter abnegation of self; and died at his post in the prime of manhood,
carrying with him to the grave the affectionate regard and esteem of hundreds who will cherish
the memory of his friendship as one of their most precious legacies.It is quite impossible, within
the limits of a short biography like the present, to do more than present a brief sketch of the
character of Stainton Moses; but I should like to once more insist upon the entirely admirable
ingredients of which that character was composed, and I might fill volumes in dilating upon his
utter absence of pride, fanaticism, arrogance, or conceit; upon his love of truth, purity, and
integrity; and upon his absolute fearlessness, generous large-heartedness, and wholly
sympathetic friendship. But to what avail? He has crossed the bar, and gone from our mortal
vision forever. And whatever I could say in his praise would not heighten the affection and
esteem of those who knew him; and those who did not would gain but a poor idea of his worth
and talents from any paltry efforts of mine. So let us gain what benefit we can from the words of
those inspirational teachings which he has left behind, and to which this short memoir is



intended to serve as a humble introduction, and then, for a time at any rate, let us re-echo the
old formula, Requiescat in Pace.CHARLTON TEMPLEMAN SPEER.IntroductionThe
communications, which form the bulk of this volume, were received by the process known as
Automatic or Passive Writing. This is to be distinguished from Psychography. In the former case,
the Psychic holds the pen or pencil, or places his hand upon the Planchette, and the message is
written without the conscious intervention of his mind. In the latter case, the writing is direct, or is
obtained without the use of the hand of the psychic, and sometimes without the aid of pen or
pencil.Automatic Writing is a well-known method of communication with the invisible world of
what we loosely call Spirit. I use that word as the most intelligible to my readers, though I am well
aware that I shall be told that I ought not to apply any such term to many of the unseen beings
who communicate with earth, of whom we hear much and often as being the dregs of humanity,
the shells of what once were men.It is no part of my business to enter into this moot question.
My interlocutors call themselves Spirits, perhaps because I so called them, and Spirits they are
to me for my present purposes.These messages began to be written through my hand just ten
years since, 30th March 1873, about a year after my first introduction to Spiritualism. I had had
many communications before, and this method was adopted for the purpose of convenience,
and also to preserve what was intended to be a connected body of teaching. The laborious
method of rapping out messages was manifestly unfitted for communications such as those
which I here print. If spoken through the lips of the medium in trance, they were partially lost, and
it was, moreover, impossible at first to rely upon such a measure of mental passivity as would
preserve them from admixture with his ideas.I procured a pocket book, which I habitually carried
about with me. I soon found that writing flowed more easily when I used a book that was
permeated with the psychic aura, just as raps come more easily on a table that has been
frequently used for the purpose, and as phenomena occur most readily in the medium’s own
room. When Slade could not get messages on a new slate, he rarely failed to get one on his own
seasoned one. I am not responsible for the fact, the reason for which is sufficiently intelligible.At
first the writing was very small and irregular, and it was necessary for me to write slowly and
cautiously, and to watch the hand, following the lines with my eye, otherwise the message soon
became incoherent, and the result was mere scribble.In a short time, however, I found that I
could dispense with these precautions. The writing, while becoming more and more minute,
became at the same time very regular and beautifully formed. As a specimen of calligraphy,
some of the pages are exceedingly beautiful. The answers to my questions (written at the top of
the page) were paragraphed, and arranged as if for the press: and the name of God was always
written in capitals, and slowly, and, as it seemed, reverentially. The subject matter was always of
a pure and elevated character, much of it being of personal application, intended for my own
guidance and direction. I may say that throughout the whole of these written communications,
extending in unbroken continuity to the year 1880, there is no flippant message, no attempt at
jest, no vulgarity or incongruity, no false or misleading statement, so far as I know or could
discover; nothing incompatible with the avowed object, again and again repeated, of instruction,



enlightenment, and guidance by Spirits fitted for the task. Judged, as I should wish to be judged
myself, they were what they pretended to be.Their words were words of sincerity, and of sober,
serious purpose.The earliest communications were all written in the minute characters that I
have described, and were uniform in style, and in the signature, “Doctor, the Teacher”: nor have
his messages ever varied during all the years that he has written. Whenever and wherever he
wrote, his handwriting was unchanged, showing indeed, less change than my own does during
the last decade. The tricks of style remained the same, and there was, in short, a sustained
individuality throughout his messages. He is to me an entity, a personality, a being with his own
idiosyncrasies and characteristics, quite as clearly defined as the human beings with whom I
come in contact, if, indeed, I do not do him injustice by the broad comparison.After a time,
communications came from other sources, and these were distinguished, each by its own
handwriting, and by its own peculiarities of style and expression. These, once assumed, were
equally invariable. I could tell at once who was writing by the mere characteristics of the
calligraphy. By degrees I found that many Spirits, who were unable to influence my hand
themselves, sought the aid of a Spirit “Rector”, who was apparently able to write more freely, and
with less strain on me, for writing by a Spirit unaccustomed to the work was often incoherent,
and always resulted in a serious drain upon my vital powers. They did not know how easily the
reserve of force was exhausted, and I suffered proportionately.Moreover, the writing of the Spirit
who thus became a sort of amanuensis was fluent and easy to decipher, whereas that of many
Spirits was cramped, archaic in form, and frequently executed with difficulty, and almost illegible.
So it came to pass, that, as a matter of ordinary course, Rector wrote: but, when a Spirit came
for the first time, or when it was desired to emphasise a communication, the Spirit responsible
for the message wrote for himself.It must not be assumed, however, that all messages
proceeded from one solitary inspiration. In the case of the majority of the communications
printed in this volume this is so. The volume is the record of a period during which “Imperator”
was alone concerned with me, though, as he never attempted writing, Rector acted as his
amanuensis. At other times, and especially since that time, communications have apparently
proceeded from a company of associated Spirits, who have used their amanuensis for the
purpose of their message. This was increasingly the case during the last five years that I have
received these communications.The circumstances under which the messages were written
were infinitely various. As a rule, it was necessary that I should be isolated, and the more
passive my mind, the more easy was the communication. But I have received these messages
under all sorts of conditions. At first they came with difficulty, but soon the mechanical method
appeared to be mastered, and page after page was covered with matter of which the specimens
contained in this book will enable the public to judge.What is now printed has been subject to
revision by a method similar to that by which it was written.Originally published in the Spiritualist
newspaper, the messages have been revised, but not substantially altered by those who first
wrote them. When the publication in the Spiritualist was commenced, I had no sort of idea of
doing what is now being done. Friends desired specimens to be published, and the selection



was made without any special regard to continuity. I was governed only by a desire to avoid the
publication of what was of personal interest only: and I perforce excluded much that involved
allusion to those still living, whom I had no right to drag into print. I disliked printing personal
matter relating to myself: I had obviously no right to print that which concerned others. Some of
the most striking and impressive communications have thus been excluded: and what is printed
must be regarded as a mere sample of what cannot see the light now, and which must be
reserved for consideration at a remote period when I and those concerned can no longer be
aggrieved by its publication.It is an interesting subject for speculation where my own thoughts
entered into the subject matter of the communications. I took extraordinary pains to prevent any
such admixture. At first the writing was slow, and it was necessary for me to follow it with my eye,
but even then the thoughts were not my thoughts.Very soon the messages assumed a character
of which I had no doubt whatever that the thought was opposed to my own. But I cultivated the
power of occupying my mind with other things during the time that the writing was going on, and
was able to read an abstruse book, and follow out a line of close reasoning, while the message
was written with unbroken regularity. Messages so written extended over many pages, and in
their course there is no correction, no fault in composition, and often a sustained vigour and
beauty of style.I am not, however, concerned to contend that my own mind was not utilised, or
that what was thus written did not depend for its form on the mental qualifications of the medium
through whom it was given. So far as I know, it is always the case that the idiosyncrasies of the
medium are traceable in such communications. It is not conceivable that it should be otherwise.
But it is certain that the mass of ideas conveyed to me were alien to my own opinions, were in
the main opposed to my settled convictions, and moreover, that in several cases information, of
which I was assuredly ignorant, clear, precise, and definite in form, susceptible of verification,
and always exact, was thus conveyed to me. As at many of the séances, spirits came and
rapped out on the table clear and precise information about themselves, which we afterwards
verified, so on repeated occasions was such information conveyed to me by this method of
automatic writing.I argue from the one case to others. In one I can positively assert and prove the
conveyance of information new to me. In others I equally believe that I was in communication
with an external intelligence that conveyed to me thoughts other than my own. Indeed, the
subject matter of many of the communications printed in this volume will, by its own inherent
quality, probably lead to the same conclusion.I never could command the writing. It came
unsought usually: and when I did seek it, as often as not I was unable to obtain it. A sudden
impulse, coming I knew not how, led me to sit down and prepare to write. Where the messages
were in regular course, I was accustomed to devote the first hour of each day to sitting for their
reception. I rose early, and the beginning of the day was spent, in a room that I used for no other
purpose, in what was, to all intents and purposes, a religious service. These writings frequently
came then, but I could no means reckon on them. Other forms of spirit manifestations came too:
I was rarely without some, unless ill health intervened, as it often did of late years, until the
messages ceased.The particular communications, which I received from the Spirit known to me



as IMPERATOR, mark a distinct epoch in my life. I have noted, in the course of my remarks, the
intense exaltation of spirit, the strenuous conflict, the intervals of peace that I have since longed
for, but have seldom attained, which marked their transmission. It was a period of education in
which I underwent a spiritual development that was, in its outcome, a very regeneration. I cannot
hope, and I do not try, to convey to others what I then experienced. But it may possibly be borne
in upon the minds of some, who are not ignorant of the dispensation of the Spirit in their own
inner selves, that for me the question of the beneficent action of external Spirit on my own self
was then finally settled. I have never since, even in the vagaries of an extremely sceptical mind,
and amid much cause for questioning, ever seriously entertained a doubt.This introduction has
become autobiographical in a way that is extremely distasteful to me. I can only plead that I have
reason to know that the history of the pleading Spirit with one struggling soul has been helpful to
others. It is, unfortunately, necessary for me to speak of myself in order to make what follows
intelligible. I regret the necessity, and acquiesce in it only from the conviction that what I record
may be of use to some to whom my experiences may come home as typical. I presume that no
two of us ever struggle up to light by precisely similar methods. But I believe that the needs and
difficulties of individual souls have a family likeness, and it may be in the future, as I am thankful
to know that it has been in the past, serviceable to some to learn by what methods I was
educated.Besides this—the subject matter of these communications, and their bearing
educationally on myself—the form and manner of their delivery is of infinitely small importance. It
is their intrinsic claim, the end disclosed, the inherent and essential truth that they contain, which
marks their value. To many they will be utterly valueless, because their truth is not truth to them.
To others they will be merely curious. To some they will be as an idle tale. I do not publish them in
any expectation of general acceptance. I shall be quite content that they be at the service of any
who can find them helpful.M.A. (OXON.)March 30, 1883.Imperator’s BandThis chapter taken
from More Spirit Teachings“I have been wishing for some time to give you information
concerning Angels’ Ministry; how it is controlled; the way in which information is conveyed to
you. Write! I find it very difficult to speak slowly. If you forget, I will impress the medium
afterwards.I, myself, Imperator Servus Dei, am the chief of a band of forty-nine spirits, the
presiding and controlling spirit, under whose guidance and direction the others work.I come from
the seventh sphere to work out the will of the Almighty; and, when my work is complete, I shall
return to those spheres of bliss from which none return again to earth. But this will not be till the
medium’s work on earth is finished, and his mission on earth exchanged for a wider one in the
spheres.Under me is my deputy and lieutenant, Rector, whose business it is to superintend in
my absence, and especially to control the band of physical manifesting spirits.Associated with
him is a third high spirit, who is the inspiring spirit, Doctor, the Teacher. He guides the medium’s
thoughts, influences his words, and directs his pen. Under his general superintendence there
are the spirits of wisdom and knowledge, to be hereafter described.Next come the guardians
whose care it is to ward off and modify the baneful influences of earth, to drive away the hurtful,
temper the painful, to shed around an influence. The inward yielding to evil can alone destroy



their power. Yet again, there are two guardians whose care it is to ward off the evil influences of
the spheres, the allurement of the lower spirits who would draw the medium from his allotted
work and divert him from his sacred mission. These four guardians are my personal attendants,
and these complete the first circle of seven, the whole band being divided into seven circles of
seven spirits; each circle composed of one presiding spirit with six ministers.The first circle is
composed entirely of guardians and inspiring spirits—spirits whose mission is general and
concerned with the supervision of the whole band.The next circle of seven spirits is devoted to
the care of love—spirits of love. Religion, love to God; charity, love to man; gentleness,
tenderness, pity, mercy, friendship, affection; all these are in their charge.They minister to the
affections, inspire feelings of gentleness and mercy; love to God, the Universal Father; love to
man, the common brother; tenderness for all who grieve; pity for all who suffer; desire to benefit
and help all.Next comes a circle—one presiding, with six spirit ministers—of wisdom. Under
their care are intuition, perception, reflection, impression, reasoning and the like. They preside
over the intuitive faculties and the deductions made from observed facts. They inspire the
medium with the spirit of wisdom and drive away influences fallacious and misguiding. They
plant intuitive wisdom.Next in order is a circle, which presides over knowledge—of men, of
things, of life, whose charge is caution and comparison, of causality and eventuality, and the like.
They guide the medium’s steps through the tortuous paths of earth-life, and lead him to practical
knowledge, complement to the intuitive Imperator’s Band wisdom, of what is beneficial and
profitable. To these kindred groups, wisdom and knowledge—which are under the general
supervision of Doctor, the inspiring Teacher—succeed: A circle who preside over art, science,
literature, culture, refinement, poetry, paintings, music, language.They inspire the thought with
that which is noble and intellectual, and lead to words of refinement and sublimity. They incline
to that which is beautiful, artistic, refined and cultured; which gives the poetic touches to the
character and elevates and ennobles it.Next comes a circle of seven who have charge of mirth,
wit, humour, geniality and joyous conversation.These give the lighter touches to the character,
the sparkling, bright side, which is attractive in social intercourse, which enlivens the word
spoken or written with flashes of wit, and relieves the sombre dullness of daily toil. They are
spirits attractive and genial, kindly and lovable.Last of all come the spirits who have charge of
the physical manifestations, which it is thought right at present to associate with the higher
message. This circle is composed principally of spirits on their probation under guardianship of
Rector, lieutenant of the band. It is his care to teach them and to allow them, by association with
the medium and his circle, to advance from a lower to a higher sphere. These are spirits who,
from diverse causes, are earthbound, and who, by the manifestations, which they are permitted
to work out, are purifying and elevating themselves.So you see the band divides itself into seven
groups, each with its peculiar charge. Spirits of love, of wisdom and knowledge; spirits refined
and noble; spirits bright and genial, who shed a ray of that light, which is not of your earth, on the
drudgery of existence in a lower sphere; spirits whose privilege it is to progress from an inferior
grade to one higher and nobler through association with you, to whom such manifestations as



they furnish are yet necessary.In all these various circles there are spirits who are progressing,
who are giving experience and enlightenment, who are living the medium’s life, and mounting
upward as he mounts; learning as they teach, and soaring as they raise him to their sphere.It is a
labour of love, this guardianship of ours, a labour which brings its own reward, and blesses us,
even as we bestow blessings upon the medium and, through him, upon mankind.May the
Almighty Father bless you.”Section 1After a conversation on this special epoch in the world’s
history, and its characteristics, it was written:Special efforts are being made now to spread
knowledge of progressive truth: efforts by the messengers of God, which are resisted, now as
ever, by the hosts of the adversaries. The history of the world has been the story of the struggle
between the evil and the good; between God and goodness on the one side, and ignorance,
vice, and evil—spiritual, mental, and corporeal—on the other side. At certain times, of which this
is one, extraordinary efforts are made. The army of the messengers of God is massed in greater
force: men are influenced: knowledge is spread: and the end draws nigh. Fear for the deserters,
the half-hearted, the temporisers, and the merely curious. Fear for them: but fear not for the
cause of God’s truth.Stainton Moses: Yes. But how are many doubting souls to know what is
God’s truth?Many look anxiously, but cannot find.None anxiously look who do not find in the
end, though they may have long to wait—yes, even till they reach a higher sphere of being. God
tries all: and to those only who are fitted is advanced knowledge granted. The preparation must
be complete before the step is gained. This is an unalterable law. Fitness precedes progression.
Patience is required.SM: Yes. The obstacles from internal dissention, from the impossibility of
bringing home evidence to many, from prejudice, from many other causes, seems almost
invincible.To you. Why interfere with that which is God’s work? Obstacles! You know not what
they are compared with what we have had to endure in times past. Had you lived on earth in the
later days of Rome’s imperial sway, when everything spiritual had fled in horror from a realm
steeped in debauchery, sensuality, and all that is base and bad, you would have known then
what the banded powers of darkness can effect. The coldness was the coldness of despair: the
darkness was the gloom of the sepulchre. The body, the body was all: and the guardians fled in
dismay from a scene on which they could not gaze, and whose pangs they could not alleviate.
Faithlessness there was indeed, and worse.The world scorned us and our efforts, laughed at all
virtue, derided the Supreme, mocked at immortality, and lived but to eat and drink and wallow in
the mire—the degraded, down-stricken animals they had made themselves. Ah, yes! Say not
that evil is invincible when the power of God and of His Spirits has prevailed to cleanse even
such a sink as that.
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CrysAnne, “an enlightening, empowering read. This book is on my night stand ALWAYS.
Periodically I will reach for it and read a passage here and there, and it always teaches me
something new, or gives me a fresh perspective.As a former (scarred, horrifically scarred)
fundamentalist, this is one of the FIRST books ever that helped ME free ME from the snare of
that sham religion. Whether you believe Moses actually channeled the teachings he asserts is,
quite truthfully, irrelevant. The truths that emerge irrespective are just that...truths...and some
truths are absolute.The theme of what Moses (and/or Imperator, et al.) outlines in this book is, to
me, one of those absolutes...and it's one of spiritual freedom and individual
sovereignty...something that no man or institution (religious or otherwise) can take away from
any of us.I truly love this book and have recommended it to everyone who has ever asked me
about my favorite reads.”

M. Pardue(spardue@mindspring.com), “A CLASSIC IN SPIRITUALIST LITERATURE. I couldn't
praise this book enough. It is an absolute masterpiece of the spiritulist movement of the late
1800's. I have read it several times and get more out of it each time. It is common sense in its
most powerful form. Many people claim to be mediums or "channelers" as they are now called ,
but the phenomenom is much more rare than most realize. Rev. Moses was the real thing. This
is an essential book for anyone interested in  spiritual matters.”

DJ, “The book that changed my life.. This book legitimately changed my life. Questions I had
about Christianity, world theology, Truth, --- this began to answer those for me in a way that is
personal, impactful, and beautiful. What human being today would you trust to give you an
unglossed, unfiltered view of Truth without manipulation of their message for some reason that's
important to them? That's where I was. This book is a series of communications of William
Stainton Moses with spirits who are writing through him. Approach it with all the internal
wariness you need to, that's one of their points. God has given us a mind and the ability to
reason, and each must judge for themselves what is logical, what makes sense, and what we
are willing to accept as Truth. The language is from the 1800's, it is more intellectual than how
we speak today, but it carries a beauty unlike anything else I've read. If it impacts you as it did
me, you will find yourself reaching for this when you need a dose of calm, of reset, of clarity. It
will have you looking at the world differently. It is an amazing starting point for what could
become a new journey.”

Mr S., “Spirit Teachings. A book that was recommended to me many years ago which having
made several attempts to read always put it to one-side. I was delighted when it became
available in Kindle because it is less dense from a reading perspective.If one believes that life on
Earth is a journey and that at some stage we will return “home” to Spirit, I highly recommend
Spirit Teachings. It is truly enlightening making one realise that we are all individually, totally and



wholly responsible for the lives we lead on Earth and that there is no such thing as a death bed
conversion. Also, there is no harsh judgemental vindictive God but a God of Love and that come
the day we will judge ourselves and seek to make amends.Apart from More Spirit Teachings
which I will be reading next it would be great to find more of William Stainton Moses’ writings.”

The book by William Stainton Moses has a rating of 5 out of 4.4. 18 people have provided
feedback.
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